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Reflections on Nepal 

On September 26
th
 2011 under World News on page 11, The Australian newspaper headlined thus: ‘Everest 

Crash Kills 19.’  

The brief story detailed a light plane crash. The Beechworth plane, part of the Buddha Air consortium, 

went down in bad weather as it returned to Kathmandu after an observational flight over Mt Everest. The 

nineteen people killed – there were no survivors – were a mix of crew and tourists, predominantly Indian 

but also Japanese and American. Accidental death does not abide by national boundaries. 

The article finished with the grim observation that, in Nepal, “light plane crashes are not uncommon.” (1) 

Like many tourists before and after, I flew Buddha Air in March of the same year. My brief sojourn was 

part of an expeditionary tour; the kind that is popular amongst relatively fit and active baby-boomers who 

want difference in their experience; a smattering of culture which at least gives the impression of being raw 

and unprepared, physical challenge and a dip into the ‘real’ country away from cities and resorts.  

My memories of that day are strong, probably because I was so nervous about the impending flight. Many 

years ago I accepted a seat in a twin-engine Piper with two friends and the pilot, my wife’s gynaecologist. 

The plan was to fly to Brisbane, land at Archerfield, get a cab to Ballymore to watch the Queensland rugby 

team, cab back, fly home. Matters were complicated on the flight in by the loss of fuel, and therefore 

power, to one engine as we were airborne over Gympie. Paul, the pilot, remained outwardly calm, however 

I was sitting in the co-pilot’s seat – something to do with weight distribution – and could see the sweat 

rapidly beading on his brow. Eventually, although it was probably only a few seconds, the engine sputtered 

back into life and we continued, the gents in the back none the wiser. 

I have struggled with flight ever since, particularly in smaller planes. Usually I just close my eyes and wait 

for whatever will insist on coming next. 

In the early morning of March 22
nd

 2011, a candle-coloured haze already covering the lower sky like a 

second skin, a group of eleven of us gathered at Kathmandu’s domestic airport, the place abuzz with 

excited, voluble trekkers amidst a colourful mass of stoic locals. An American companion, Terry, said to 

me: “Make sure you’re last onto the bus.” 

“Bus?” 

“They transport us from terminal to tarmac,” he told me patiently. “Last on the bus get to be first onto the 

plane. Then make sure that you sit on the right-hand side. That way you’ll get a decent view of the 

mountains.” 

Of course, there were no seat allocations. 

I took Terry’s advice – he was a software engineer; I felt that I could lay trust in his acumen – and boarded 

the bus last. After an unexplained and confidence-wilting forty-minute period of waiting on the tarmac, the 

sun belting into us with fists of heat, we finally boarded Buddha Air’s finest, a mobile cigar containing 

thirty-six seats. I was close to the front on the right-hand side. The seats were hard, with metal struts that 

compressed the spine, but I did have excellent window-space. 

The flight was unnerving, the view remarkable. The mountains rose with a contrast of brute strength and 

glinting beauty. I felt that I was seeing evidence of the eruption of the original earth, these cold blocks of 

fury reminding us of the determinist potency of nature. With such primeval splendour available, it was 

relatively easy to erase those less comfortable elements of the flight; in particular the apparent helplessness 
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of the plane as it was thrust up, down and sideways through the many air-pockets that rise like bubbles 

from this fractured landscape.   

 
Annapurna Ranges, taken from Seat 5D 

As we descended towards Pokhara the snowy crags gave way to terraced slopes; the subsistence farms and 

villages of the lower mountains. We would explore these over the following days and I would be 

consistently reminded of the heart-warmth that can lie embedded within simplicity, and correspondingly, of 

the ludicrous tangles that Westerners impose upon our lives. 

Travel 

“For my part, I travel not to go anywhere, but to go … the great affair is to move.” R.L. Stevenson (2) 

I went to Nepal because I wanted to go somewhere and this trip happened to be timed and costed to my 

needs. There is an abundance of theories on travel; a predominant one being that we go away in order to 

better know home. Or, on a similar note; we go away so that we may return – as more vital and creative 

beings, with a greater capacity to redesign our little patch of the world.  

My own hastily scribbled notes, written in fading daylight outside my tent, include the following: 

When you travel, you find out: MOST about yourself; THEN about your companions; THEN about 

the people and places you’re visiting. 

 The capitalisation, in the original, seems unnecessarily melodramatic. This was followed by: 

This is the irony – that you must go away to DISCOVER what and who you are going away from. 

Preferable are the words of T. S. Eliot, writing in the Four Quartets: “We shall not cease from exploration, 

and the end of all our exploring will be to arrive where we started and know the place for the first time.” (3) 

I vacillated for months over destinations. My folder of downloaded trip notes includes options for the 

Amalfi Coast, Chile, the Cinque Terre, Eastern Europe, Myanmar, Patagonia and Arnhem Land. I nearly 

went to China and I had actually booked a similarly expeditionary tour of Egypt. 

Why did I renege on Egypt? No other reason than a feeling that it wasn’t right. I lay no claim to 

clairvoyance – the cancellation occurred prior to the outbreak of civil unrest in that country – but I did want 

an element of peacefulness in my journey. The Egyptian experience seemed to deny that. 

Why did I want to travel? Very simply, because I’d had enough of being here. 
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City 

Kathmandu confronted me. 

I have limited experience of metropolises and, until Kathmandu, no experience of the cities of the Third 

World. In 2008 I spent eight days in Los Angeles. Whilst that also confronted me, it did so in a language 

that I was close to understanding and with customs not too removed from my own. Los Angeles was 

spending time with a gang. It was going to a new school, playing A-Grade after a season in the Under 

Seventeens. It was tougher, more exacting and conflicting but patterned in ways that I could comprehend 

and negotiate. Kathmandu was not patterned in these ways. My notes record my confusion: 

airport at K > madness, chaotic, heat, beeping horns, cars all bashed and dented, no road rules, 

swerve in and out, unintelligible driver who wanted a tip; 

squalor, legless beggar, people picking through rubbish, crumbling buildings, no footpaths, dogs! 

very dusty, dirty, people huddled into tiny holes on the street, trying to sell woollen scarves, 

beanies, thangkas 

 

A day later, during a bus-trip to various notable parts of the city, I made this list: 

prayer flags / feral monkeys / prayer wheels / Mandala / smell of public cremation / river filth / 

yogi / leprous beggars – blindness, peeling skin, feet missing / child beggars / child by the pole, 

dying / cows wandering / dead dogs / open air fish and meat markets / live chickens in baskets / 

size of KM > huge 

With time to reflect; of these impressions, child by the pole, dying was the most profound. We were 

walking along a busy laneway towards the river where, we would soon discover, Hindu cremations were 

taking place. Thick layers of smoke and dust coated buildings and people with the permanence of white-

wash. We would eventually take our place as viewers on the concreted side of the river to watch one of 

these ceremonies; to be both touched by its gentleness and the humanity of the direct participants, and 

unsettled by the very public nature of death in this world.  

First, however, the child. She could only have been eight or nine, although the depravity of her physical 

condition made this difficult to determine. I tried, with difficulty, not to gaze and thus participate in a stark 

and unabashed Western voyeurism that I noted many times throughout this journey. From our position of 

privilege, it seems, we look hard at misfortune – before veering and continuing. 

The child was carried by a stick-thin Hindu woman; I assumed her mother. She cradled her daughter in a 

lemon-coloured sheet. Blistered skin shone pink from the sheet; bloodied patches lay within. The child’s 
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face betrayed her agony and the knowledge of her impending death. She was beyond speech, able to utter 

little more than the thin, rasping cry of a starved bird. Her mother lay her form gently on stones beside a 

pole. She rearranged her daughter’s limbs, opened the sheet so that she could be properly viewed and began 

to beg. 

The traveller’s touch on other lives is necessarily brief yet open to a greater-than-usual intensity. I am 

certain that, as I write, the child is dead. As humans caught within the same puzzle, our only hope can and 

should be that death came quickly, and that her cremation was achieved with greater dignity than her life. 

That night we visited the tourist-driven Tamal district of the city. We bought cheap trinkets and postcards. 

Some of us exchanged our crisp dollars for crumpled, stained rupees. We drank large bottles of Ghurkha 

beer and spent a minimal amount of money on a lavish meal in a restaurant. I drank too much, talked a lot 

about myself and couldn’t remember how to get back to the hotel. Other, more experienced travellers 

suggested that I barter for a ride on the Nepalese equivalent of a rickshaw. I did this, and a slight young 

man pedalled my bloated self back to the Radisson for a negotiated price of 300 rupees. When we arrived I 

gave him 500 rupees as a single note. He claimed not to have any change so, after a brief debate, I let him 

go with the 500 rupees and a photograph. I went up to my room, removed my clothes, lay down drunkenly 

and contemplated the notion that I had been arguing with this man about less than three dollars. Not only 

that, I had vehemently insisted on capturing his image in return for that extra three dollars. 

The image is below. I have rarely felt so lonely, before that night, or since. 

 

Mountains 

There is, obviously, a degree of expectant romanticism inherent in the idea of trekking within the world’s 

greatest mountain range. When I mentioned the trip to friends … their tone of incredulity: “You’re trekking 

in the Himalayas? You?” My tone of smug soon-to-be world-weariness: “Yeah, thought I’d give it a go.” 

Their tone of disbelief, allied with but-look-at-you, how-can-it-be: “Amazing …”  

Beyond the chutzpah, I was nervous. Although I grew up in Tasmania and had some exposure to bush-

walking its wilderness, this did not occur in any consistent, competent fashion. My Nepali tour was labelled 

as Introductory, a subjective, even speculative, term. I was also very conscious of my brand-new untested 

khakis, brand-new untested walking pole and, most particularly, quite-new barely-tested walking boots. 

After a wildly circuitous ride upwards in a swaying, hand-painted bus, we alighted and began. The lower 

tracks of the Annapurna are quite broad and well-trodden by tourists and locals alike. Blocks of stone have 

been hammered into the earth to provide solidity, however the structure could certainly be glued by animal 

dung, which was profuse and pungent. Within the farming areas, we became accustomed to stepping over 

steaming heaps of green pudding, the tiny flies buzzing excitedly around their feast. 
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That rubbish had been blithely discarded on the track was disappointing. We saw gum and lolly-wrappers, 

Poppers, a multitude of plastic bags and empty bottles.  

“Apparently it’s the Germans,” said one group-member conspiratorially – instantly reminding me of Basil 

in that wonderful episode of Fawlty Towers: “Don’t mention the Germans. I did once, but I think I got 

away with it.” 

Harsh, perhaps, to level charges of littering solely at Germans, for there was all manner of people 

meandering above the terraces and deep olive valleys; many Europeans, other Australians, a steady flow of 

determined British and a Canadian school tour; fresh-faced youngsters wearing designer t-shirts and 

lightweight joggers that allowed them to leap along like gazelles. 

“They go too quick,” said our guide Dilli, the most phlegmatic of men, born in the foothills of Everest. I 

had to agree with him. They were certainly too quick for me, and almost too exuberant in that austere, 

dignified air. 

There was, as there seems to be everywhere, a large number of Americans in the mountains; mostly sixty-

somethings who were superbly kitted-out, their multicoloured walking poles flashing in the bright sunlight 

as they strode forth before stopping to caw at the distant peaks and unveil cameras with vastly elongated 

telephoto lens. Of much greater interest were the locals: the wiry, strong-necked, beetle-nut Sherpa who 

doled out cigarettes before scarfing their load – upward of sixty kilograms – across their foreheads and 

scampering onto the track, their feet clad in little more than thongs or collapsing sandshoes; porters with 

their dozen or so mules, their canes twitching over the flanks of these strong animals, voices echoing 

discordantly amidst the rocks and trees; the women of the farms, smiling and humming as they picked leafy 

vegetables or filled their baskets with fresh eggs; and the children, including some impish singers at the end 

of a suspension bridge, the tunefulness of their melody increasing in accordance with the number of 

donations in the collection plate at their feet.  

Our trek took us through ancient villages such as Ghandruk and Landruk with their dry-walls made of 

perfectly positioned stone, past the dusty backyards of farming communities, iron rooves held from the 

winds by rows of stones, chickens scratching for seed, across grey tumbling rivers and into the warm, silent 

forests. The best moments, however, occurred when the track slewed onto the edge of the mountains and 

we became part of that great, elemental fissure, able to gaze without interruption into the unpolluted void 

between sky and earth. 

 

Notes written inside my tent at Ghandruk at 5.45 a.m. record the comfortable, rural patina of this place and 

also speak of a more relaxed state of mind, away from the bleating madness of Kathmandu: 

roosters in the distance 

music of mules’ bells; hollow trembling as they pick and trudge down ancient stone paths, their 

panniers bearing wood or stone or cylinders 
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the crisp crack of firewood being chopped 

voice of the Sherpa; soft thwangs, hawking out the night’s mucus 

cooking, smoke, birds 

the patterns of country life, busy, medieval 

and the river, deep, eternal 

I left the mountains, pleased that I had had the opportunity to be there but conversely, perhaps absurdly, 

wishing that I had not, that none of us had; we tramplers, we viewers. Such is the contradictory nature of 

travel, however I still can’t help but think that there should remain places on Earth where only the 

indigenous subsist and outsiders should never be allowed. 

Jungle 

The final stage of our journey, time in Chitwan jungle, was interceded by a night in Pokhara, a city with an 

enticing foreshore threaded along a broad and impressive lake. For me, this meant the opportunity to drink 

cold Australian beer at the Bullet Bar with John, a fellow traveller, and Nathan. 

John is a former business-owner in Australia who decamped to America after meeting his now-wife. They 

live with a menagerie on a ranch in Wyoming. He seemed a man whose sufferance of all manner of 

setbacks, personal and professional, had led him to be relaxed and off-hand about his place in the world. 

‘What more can you do to me,’ he seemed to be saying, ‘that you haven’t already done?’ A Shakespearean 

sort of character, tragicomic in the manner of The Fool, his company was bold, witty and refreshing. 

Nathan, the proprietor of the bar, was a Gothic-looking man with a drooping face that benefited from 

smiling. If there is an archetypal story of the ex-pat, it belonged to him; broken relationship in Australia, 

bum-around time in India and other parts of south-east Asia, a stint in England and Europe before a second 

failed relationship, the follow-a-friend routine to Nepal, various odd jobs, end up running a backpacker 

joint with bar attached. He was a raconteur who stocked Cascade Premium Lager; a fine pair of attributes. 

The gateway to Chitwan National Park offered a reminder of the difficulties of these regions; rangers 

armed with machine-guns unlocked the steel barrier (the significant elephant population ensures that 

poaching is a major problem) then we transferred into a jeep for the remainder of the back-breaking 

journey across dried river-beds and a rock-strewn delta that became lunar beneath the midday haze. The 

lodge itself was a peaceful hiatus; surrounded by dense jungle, rivers and lakes, it sits amidst the fecund 

home of many birds, spotted deer, boar, elephants and rhesus macaques. We rode on elephants into the 

jungle, passing through still-smoking burn-offs as a rainstorm pounced; bathed with the elephants in a cold, 

exhilarating creek; walked through wildflowers and long, scented grasses; went tiger-spotting in a jeep and 

enjoyed traditional meals in the restaurant. It was a unique and beautiful place, not easily accessed, and I 

was grateful for the opportunity to visit, if only briefly. 

The trip back to Kathmandu took seven hours in a mini-bus along a precarious highway that wound around 

the various configurations of the Modi River. Much of that seven hours was spent perilously close to the 

edge of the road, staring hundreds of metres down and wondering what-if. Months after I returned to 

Australia, I heard of a television special on World’s Worst Roads which included this highway. Given the 

road’s surface of loose rubble, its tight, unfenced bends and the propensity of drivers to overtake regardless 

of place or circumstance, I was not surprised by that inclusion. 

Final 

I am writing this six months after my return from Nepal. Does time dilute our impressions, or sharpen them 

with a discerning blade of truth? I can clearly recall the start of the long journey home; the traveller’s 
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pledges to ‘keep in touch’, well-meant but usually false, the quiet trip back to the airport on a road with 

sights that had become more familiar but no less startling, the baggage checks and body searches and 

airport paranoia that has erupted in our lives since 9/11. We waited on the tarmac for two hours while the 

luggage hold of the plane was searched for ‘security purposes’; we drank water, chatted and contemplated. 

And I remember thinking how glad I was that I had made this journey, that I had finally stepped away from 

who and where I normally am and can be, and equally, how glad I was to be leaving. It was if I wanted to 

hold Nepal, hold her as I might hold any person of new acquaintance, with a polite yet slightly distant 

affection, look at her and say: “Thank you, thank you, you are not for me.” 

September 28
th
 2011 
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